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Saskatchewan Book Awards
Welcome to the 29th Annual Saskatchewan Book Awards (SBA). As a result of Covid19 protocols the SBA Ceremony is once again online. It is still a time to celebrate
Saskatchewan literary and publishing excellence!
For the 2022 SBA we received 232 submission and jurors selected 13 finalists in 13
different awards.
The Saskatchewan Book Awards were created in 1993 to celebrate and recognize
literary and publishing excellence throughout the province, and across Canada. The
Awards mirror the range of a varied and vibrant literary and publishing landscape in
Saskatchewan. Book submissions are refereed for their creativity, quality, and
originality of writing, as well as for their appropriateness within an award category.
The SBA is grateful for the efforts of this year’s juries. The SBA promotes
Saskatchewan’s literary and publishing community with its awards, public author
readings, and other promotional events.
Community Partnerships
The Saskatchewan Book Awards offers many ways for individuals and corporations to
ensure that we can continue to recognize the excellence of Saskatchewan writers and
publishers. Corporation sponsorships and partnerships are crucial in sustaining the
Awards ceremony as well as public author readings by shortlisted authors throughout
Saskatchewan. The SBA is grateful to all of its sponsors and partners.

Ministry of Parks, Culture and Recreation
First Book Award Honouring Brenda MacDonald Riches
Theressa Slind
Only If We’re Caught
Thistledown Press
Deft and shimmering, the stories in Theressa Slind’s Only If We’re Caught slip into a
range human and beyond-human perspectives, finding kernels of truth about aging,
love, and loss in each of them, and all in a pitch-perfect voice that never wavers. From
guilt-ridden vampires and resentful robots to the painful banality of festering
marriages and faltering parents, these stories work together to create a cohesive world
that is full of murky corners that need to be explored, whether in the houses of the
dead, overlit offices, or in our own hearts and minds. Slind’s flawless language and
incisive character construction deliver a series of sucker punches, both emotional and
cerebral, that leave the reader short of breath and wanting more.
Arnolda Dufour Bowes
20.12 m: A Short Story Collection of a Life Lived as a Road Allowance Metis
GDI Press
The stories in Arnolda Dufour Bowes’s 20.12m: A Short Story Collection of a Life Lived as
a Road Allowance Metis all embody the perspective of her father as a child, adapting his
stories and filling them out with her own imaginings of a life lived in liminality.
Excluded both from Settler privilege and from the Treaty rights that come with status
cards and life on reserve, Bowes’s gives us a protagonist full of resilience, humour,
and sheer grit. Both heart-wrenching and inspiring, we are left with portraits of a
marginalized community that defines its own indefatigable center, and of an identity
that doesn’t take no for an answer.
Benjamin Hoy
A Line of Blood and Dirt: Creating the Canada-United States Border across Indigenous Lands
Oxford University Press
Benjamin Hoy’s, A Line of Blood and Dirt, is an exhaustively researched and scholarly
work on the development and enforcement of the American-Canadian border from

1776 to the early 1900’s. Superimposed onto a tapestry of Indigenous territories and
traditional travel routes, the border acted as a sorting device, a “prism of control that
bent and stratified movement across the entire nation, creating thousands of different
outcomes depending on the racial, economic, gendered, religious and cultural
backgrounds of the migrant.” A Line of Blood and Dirt is an important and thorough
account of how two nations used their joint border to dominate and dispossess
Indigenous peoples.
Sarah Mintz
handwringers
Radiant Press
In Handwringers, Sarah Mintz has given us a dazzling collection of short stories and
microfictions that are consistently funny and often surprising. Each story is skillfully
crafted and clever and, as a cohesive collection, Handwringers presents a remarkable
range of characters and showcases Mintz as an exciting new voice in Jewish-Canadian
literature.
Francine Merasty
Iskotew Iskwew: Poetry of a Northern Rez Girl
Bookland Press
In this important debut collection, Merasty creates vivid and honest poetry, drawing
on experiences from her own life as a Cree woman and residential school survivor
from northern Saskatchewan. As Merasty reflects on life, land, and family, she invites
readers to think, to cry, and to laugh, and ultimately to join her on this poetic journey.
Jurors
Sophie Stocking, Alison Taylor, Andrew Unger

President’s Office/Non-Fiction Award
Benjamin Hoy
A Line of Blood and Dirt: Creating the Canada-United States Border across Indigenous Lands
Oxford University Press

A Line of Blood and Dirt is an engagingly written and meticulously researched popular
history that challenges our understanding of the issues, challenges, and conceits
involved in the creation of the Canadian-American border. Hoy skillfully tells the tale
of the long and often ruthless geopolitical struggle that embroiled many Indigenous
and settler nations and tested our conception of power and belonging.
dee Hobsbawn Smith
Bread & Winner
University of Regina Press
Bread and Water is an emotionally arresting, beautifully written series of essays that tell
of a woman’s journey of ambition and exploration. Interwoven throughout is the
consideration of food as a concept that connects and grounds us while so much else,
be it youth, beauty, loves, and even a lake, are fleeting.
Kathryn Magee Labelle
Daughters of Aataentsic: Life Stories from Seven Generations
McGill-Queen’s University Press
Daughters of Aataentsic is a vital document of the matriarchal roots that have grounded
Wendat/Wandat people across centuries on Turtle Island. An inclusive collaboration
with the current generation of Wendat/Wandat women leaders ensures that this vivid
history is as representative as it is thorough in its academic rigour. Most importantly, it
reveals how the motherwork of Wendat/Wandat women nurtured the strength and
resilience of their communities amid the upheavals of colonialism, a legacy that lives
on to this day.
Kaleb Dahlgren
Crossroads: My Story of Tragedy and Resilience as a Humboldt Bronco
HarperCollins
Crossroads gives readers an intimate account of a tragedy that rocked Saskatchewan and
the entire country. Kaleb Dahlgren cannot speak for the other Humboldt Broncos –
the few who survived nor the many who died – but his story encapsulates the
enduring romance of the good ol' hockey game and the kids who live to play it. He
reflects on the immense loss of innocence that day but, like the best athletes, he
rediscovers how to thrive against all odds.

Amber, Bev, Chantel, Jazmyne, Faith, Jorgina, & Robert Henry
Indigenous Women & Street Gangs: Survivance Narratives
University of Alberta Press
Indigenous Women and Street Gangs: Survivance Narratives is a unique glimpse into the lives
of six indigenous women told in their words, and through their eyes. Marrying
collections of photos and gripping first-person narratives, this is a book of power,
hope, self-expression, and presence. Carefully collected and presented, it should be
required reading in schools.
Jurors
John Boyko, Tyler Leblanc, Cliff Lee

Jennifer Welsh Scholarly Writing Award
David A. Smith
Cowboy Presidents: The Frontier Myth and U.S. Politics since 1900
University of Oklahoma Press
David Smith, History Librarian at University of Saskatchewan, has written a splendid
book about the dominant American myths of the frontier, the cowboy and freedom.
Cowboy Presidents is scholarly but written in accessible prose and concentrates on four
presidents: Theodore Roosevelt, Lyndon Johnson, Ronald Reagan and George W.
Bush.
Allyson D. Stevenson
Intimate Integration: A History of the Sixties Scoop and the Colonization of Indigenous Kinship
University of Toronto Press
The so-called “Sixties Scoop” saw the state-sponsored removal of scores of children
from Indigenous families and communities, resulting in intergenerational trauma and
stress. In Intimate Integration: A History of the Sixties Scoop and the Colonization of Indigenous
Kinship, Allyson D. Stevenson combines highly astute, well-researched academic

analysis with her lived experience as a Métis adoptee to provide an unparalleled,
powerful account of how the child welfare system was part of a larger colonial project
in modern Canada. Written with grace and precision, it is an equally important work
for both academic and non-academic audiences.
Benjamin Hoy
A Line of Blood and Dirt: Creating the Canada-United States Border across Indigenous Lands
Oxford University Press
The US/Canadian border is long and undefended. As Benjamin Hoy, a professor at
University of Saskatchewan, explains in A Line of Blood and Dirt, it’s attainment was
not straightforward. The winning of the border was discontinuous, haphazard and
often destructive of the unity of Indigenous historic territories. This is impressive
history writing on a grand scale.
Pamela J. Downe
Collective care: Indigenous Motherhood, Family, and HIV/AIDS
University of Toronto Press
Pamela J. Downe’s Collective Care: Indigenous Motherhood, Family, and HIV/AIDS is an
accessible and informative ethnographic study of urban Indigenous peoples and
opposing caregiving practices in what some have called Canada's "HIV hot zone."
Based on a five-year research partnership with AIDS Saskatoon, Downe insightfully
examines how Indigenous women (as well as men) and their communities strive to
practice an ethos of collective care that is both informed by and aims to sustain
traditional modes of life. Using oral histories and participant observation techniques,
Downe effectively shows how the Indigenization of HIV in western Canada means
that every affected mother, Indigenous or non-Indigenous, must navigate a heavily
racialized landscape.
Kathryn Magee Labelle
Daughters of Aataentsic: Life Stories from Seven Generations
McGill-Queen’s University Press
Daughters of Aataentsic: Life Stories from Seven Generations by Kathryn Magee Labelle, a
collaborative project with a Wendat Women’s Advisory Council, is a thoroughly
unique and ambitious book, exploring the lives of seven Wendat women from the 17th
to 21st centuries. Concentrating on lesser-known and often-overlooked historical
actors, this book fills a very important gap in Indigenous historiography. The

scholarship draws on archival and historical works, as well as oral histories and private
sources, to sketch a fascinating series of case studies that together help demonstrate
the centrality of women in the creation and maintenance of Indigenous community
and culture.
Jurors
Franca Iocovetta, Allen Mills, Richard Sigurdson

City of Saskatoon Book Award
Lisa Bird-Wilson
Probably Ruby
Doubleday Canada
Probably Ruby is a book by a writer who has confidence in her voice and her craft.
Every scene feels necessary, and the pacing of the narrative is breathtaking. There’s an
urgency and an honesty to the writing that kept me reading late into the night, and
that makes me want to return to it. This is a novel for our times and for future
generations. A remarkable achievement.
dee Hobsbawn Smith
Bread & Winner
University of Regina Press
Bread and Water is a mesmerising collection of essays and meditations. From the first
essay to the last, I learned to bake with the author, suffered her losses with her, and
drew strength from her words. Bread and Water is soul food, and after each essay I felt
sated by the insights as well as the craft of dee’s writing. I will return to this book
many more times.
Diana Hope Tegenkamp
Girl Running
Thistledown Press
The focus of the poems in Girl Running is inward—into self, into identity, and into
language—yet the poetry never feels indulgent. The interplay with Nicole Brossard’s

poetry is often original, shedding fresh light on her work. The attention to the craft of
poetry is evident throughout. Girl Running is a joy of a book.
Benjamin Hoy
A Line of Blood and Dirt: Creating the Canada-United States Border across Indigenous Lands
Oxford University Press
Using exhaustive research, historian Benjamin Hoy has created a remarkably thorough
yet readable account of the process of establishing the Canada-US border. The book
casts a clear light on ways in which efforts to establish and defend this border tore
Indigenous communities apart and resulted in violence, displacement, and the
destruction of Indigenous notions of territory for the benefit of the colonizers. I
learned so much from this book, and I will never look at the “longest undefended
border in the world” in the same way.
Louise B. Halfe - Sky Dancer
awâsis — kinky and dishevelled
Brick Books
Awâsis crackles with energy and humour. This collection fuses poetry with Cree and
Métis storytelling. Its recurrent protagonist, the titular Awâsis, is a marvelous trickster
and a radiant child, gender fluid and constantly tangled in the glorious, often
embarrassing absurdity of the everyday. It’s a book that carries the resilient energy of
a people and the voice of a magnificent poet.
Jurors
Lauren Carter, Anna Lapointe, Peter Midgley

City of Regina
Kelley Jo Burke
Wreck: a very anxious memoir
Radiant Press
In Wreck: A Very Anxious Memoir, Kelley-Jo Burke’s wit and humour hook the reader
immediately; unfolding more gradually in this artfully crafted narrative are trenchant
revelations about the weight of inheritances (both psychological and financial) and the
necessity of returning to geographical and emotional origins to understand and
transcend family legacies. Burke vividly conjures idiosyncratic characters, settings, and
dynamics in a wry yet ultimately unguarded voice. An aesthetic and personal tour de
force.
Zachari Logan
A Natural History of Unnatural Things
Radiant Press
A Natural History of Unnatural Things, by Zachari Logan, is a fine volume of poetry
both inside and out. With carefully constructed, taut lines, the poems in the three
sections speak to the challenges faced by the human spirit, and the pleasures enjoyed.
The poems gracefully encourage seeing the universal in the particular. Great care has
been taken with the book’s physical presentation as well, and the result is a book
lovely both to hold, and to enter.
Medrie Purdham
Little Housewolf
Signal Editions
Little Housewolf (Signal Editions) contains poetry skillfully created with exquisitely
sharp imagery, careful rhythms, and a wide array of subject matter both familiar and
unusual. As good literature often does, the poetry here offers insight and enjoyment
to a broad range of readers, from the casually appreciative to the most poetry-savvy
and educated. From the personal to the profound, Medrie Purdham has given us a
book of poems that is rich and evocative.

Mark Stobbe
The “Mr. Big” Sting: The Cases, The Killers, The Controversial
ECW Press
Blending gripping nonfiction narrative and researched-backed analysis, Mark Stobbe
in The “Mr. Big” Sting persuasively defends a controversial investigative technique used
by police to elicit confessions. Stobbe even-handedly examines cases of its use, against
weighing the benefits of genuine self-incrimination and the risks of false confession
and wrongful conviction. Since the author himself was once accused and acquitted of
murder, the stakes couldn’t be higher, making this informative read even more
compelling.
Tara Gereux
Saltus
Nightwood Editions
Saltus offers a deeply compassionate exploration of bad decisions borne of good
intentions. Tara Gereaux evokes sympathy and understanding for these all-too-real
characters suffering in the wake of trauma. She also illuminates important issues about
identity, acceptance, love, and responsibility. The small-town community, whose
complexities are so effectively animated through the book’s multiple points of view,
works as a powerful reminder of the novel’s capacity to build empathy.
Jurors
Angie Abdou, Jodi Lundgren, J. Jill Robinson

Poetry Award Honouring Anne Szumigalski
John McDonald
Kitotam
Radiant Press
John McDonald’s raw lines cut straight to the quick of how it is to be young and
Indigenous on the streets of a northern Saskatchewan town, scraping for food and
whatever can be gleaned from garbage cans, where fights break out in alleyways, and
white crosses beside the road stand as a reminder of young lives cut short; and a
woman named Bernice took in the ones who had no safe home. McDonald gives us

the cold, gritty truth of their world, and of his own. If you’ve ever heard that poetry
can save a life, here it is, in all its stark detail.
Carol Rose GoldenEagle
Essential Ingredients
Inanna Publications
Carol Rose GoldenEagle is the 9th poet laureate of Saskatchewan, and her culture is
Cree/Dene. In Essential Ingredients she finds inspiration in the everyday life of
observance. She captures moments of domestic nostalgia, love, and the fine details of
food, song, and children to celebrate growth, creation, and family with plain spoken
language and rhythms.
Louise B. Halfe - Sky Dancer
awâsis — kinky and dishevelled
Brick Books
Awâsis: Kinky and Dishevelled by Louise B. Halfe Sky Dancer is a trickster’s book of
shape shifting gendered identity, culture, mood, perception, and even language itself.
In the book’s acknowledgements, Halfe claims this a book of “funny little stories /
wawiyatâcimowinsia.” There are ROTFL moments regularly that poke fun at farting
on stage, accidentally using shampoo as sex cream, and the mocking names of
characters. Her poetry slipstreams in the realm of magical realism and is meant to
include everyone who is capable of laughing at the ridiculous, indefinable nature of
being alive.
Medrie Purdham
Little Housewolf
Signal Editions
With a rife command of language and meticulous eye for detail, Medrie Purdham’s
lines draw the reader close, as if to see her world enlarged, as through a microscope
— the years from childhood to adulthood, the inevitable losses of grandparents, then
parents, and the maturing of one’s children; masterfully, she sums up the years with
these lines: “For it is not the same river and we are not the same.”

Diana Hope Tegenkamp
Girl Running
Thistledown Press
Diana Hope Tegenkamp’s ‘Girl running’ is a book of poetry that celebrates the
ecstasy of language and its ability to illuminate the complex, kaleidoscopic nature of
experience. This is a book that pairs the human condition with low moons, tree belts
and nectar. Plumbing the depths – sometimes with a bold sense of experiment – this
is a brilliantly crafted book by an original voice: a book to read and keep and read
again.
Jurors
Aislinn Hunter, Micheline Maylor, Pamela Porter

Publishing in Education
University of Regina Press
Châhkâpâs: A Naskapi Legend As told by Elder John Peastitute
(Edited and annotated by Marguerite MacKenzie; translated by Julie Brittain and Silas
Nabinicaboo)
This rich collection of Naskapi stories of Châkapâs, as told by Naskapi story-keeper
and storyteller John Peastitute, is a valuable cultural, linguistic and literary resource.
The multilingual text published in the Naskapi language in syllabics and roman
orthography and translated to English, makes the stories accessible to a wide
audience. The inclusion of background information on the story of Châkapâs,
Naskapi people and language provides readers with historical and cultural insights into
the significance of the storytelling tradition within the Naskapi community.

University of Regina Press
Carrying the Burden of Peace: Reimagining Indigenous Masculinities Through Story
Sam McKegney
In Carrying the Burden of Peace, Sam McKegney makes an important contribution to
Indigenous studies through a focused, critical examination on Indigenous
masculinities. McKegney complicates and contextualizes Indigenous masculinities
beyond a settler-colonized gaze, urging the reader to move beyond a negative or
pathologized perspective. By carefully and creatively blending theory with storytelling,
the reader is left with a greater appreciation for and understanding of the diversity of
Indigenous masculinities in our communities.
University of Regina Press
#BlackInSchool
Habiba Cooper Diallo
In #BlackinSchool, Habiba Cooper Diallo documents the racism she faces in high
school. Compellingly written in diary form, her memoir poignantly recounts systemic
anti-Black racism, stereotyping, racial profiling, and police brutality in Canadian
schools. In doing so, her voice makes a courageous plea for justice, educational
reform, and anti-Black violence in school and community contexts. Cooper Diallo’s
text should be available and read in classrooms across Canada as it highlights the lived
experiences of Black youth, whose voices are often erased in literature and beyond.
University of Regina Press
Mācī-Anihināpēmowin / Beginning Saulteaux
L. Lynn Cote & Margaret R. Cote.
This excellent teaching and learning resource very successfully extends the Indigenous
Languages for Beginners series. Its authors and contributors have structured and
sequenced the book to provide new students of the language with both technical
scaffolding for encountering the language, and opportunities to practice
communication and comprehension. It carefully records and shares important
knowledge, and has great potential to help build and strengthen a vital language
community. Generations of students and instructors will benefit from this wellconceived and well-executed book.
Jurors
Heather Phipps, Glenn Rollans, Erin Spring

G. Murray and Edna Forbes Foundation Fund
Children’s Award
Beverley Brenna (Illustrated by Brooke Kerrigan)
The Girl with the Cat
Red Deer Press
Lovely story about the power of art and humanity to connect, heal, and bring people
together. The prose and illustrations portray the character in a gentle, kind, and
human light. The ache of loneliness leads the protagonist to connect with art in a
visceral way, and use the power of words to make new friends and champion change
in her community.
Jackie Cameron (Illustrated by Wendi Nordell)
Adventures on the Circle Star Ranch
Your Nickel’s Worth Publishing
Jackie Cameron writes with the confidence of one who knows her audience well. Her
ranch-family story is lively, entertaining, and detailed, right down to the "gluten-free
sandwiches" served at the cattle drive lunch. And who doesn't love a mystery? Wendy
Nordell's detailed drawings enhance this novel's delightful text.
Alison Lohans (Illustrated by Gretchen Ehrsam)
The 1-Dogpower Garden Team
Your Nickel’s Worth Publishing
A sweet story about friendship and creativity. Sophie cleverly solves her mother’s
problems (weeds in her garden) with the help of her dog Max, an enthusiastic digger.
The quirky wood engraving illustrations offer humourous details and interesting
perspectives.

Wilfred Burton (Illustrated by Christina Johns)
Road Allowance Kitten: Broken Promises
GDI Press
A moving story of the historic relocation of the South Saskatchewan Metis to Green
Lake seen through the eyes of a child and her cat. The illustrations lend emotion to
the heartfelt story of a family that strives to maintain its culture, language, and
livelihood amidst the forced move. The translation of the narrative into Michif makes
the book a useful educational text to pass the story and language on to new
generations.
Caitlin Nickel (Illustrated by Vivien Sárkány)
Nyla’s New Shoes
Caitlin Nickel
This magical story is suffused with realistic details, including hand-me-down shoes,
blisters, and children making "silly monkey sounds" in the park. Nickel's lively and
heartwarming tale -- about change, generosity, memories, and friendship -- deserves a
wide audience.
Jurors
Marie-Louise Gay, Shelley A. Leehdahl, Jan Markley

Indigenous Peoples’ Writing Award
Dawn Dumont
The Prairie Chicken Dance Tour
Freehand Books
Dawn Dumont’s novel The Prairie Chicken Dance Tour captures the lively spirit of the
powwow – in all its splendour of music, dance, and performance. Her novel
showcases various points of view, multiple settings, believable characters, convincing
language, engaging dialogue, and a captivating linear plot spanning a 15-day adventure.
Dumont’s novel emerges bringing positive medicine: it shows its readers hope,
humour, and miracles can be found in unpredictable times and spaces; and it reminds
us that perseverance and relationships are greatly needed to make things happen.
Allyson D. Stevenson
Intimate Integration: A History of the Sixties Scoop and the Colonization of Indigenous Kinship
University of Toronto Press
Intimate Integration details the notorious history of the theft of Indigenous children via
Saskatchewan’s Adopt Indian and Metis (AIM) program and identifies settler
colonialism, the legacy of residential schools, the consequences of imposed poverty,
and colonial legislation as the causes of overrepresentation of Indigenous children in
the child welfare system. Offering a powerful corrective to the narratives of the
pathologized Indigenous mother and community, Métis author Allyson Stevenson
(herself a Sixties Scoop survivor) also tells the story of the strength of Métis and First
Nations kinship and ongoing resistance to these colonial practices.
John Langan
Iskocēs Tipiskak: A Spark in the Dark
John Langan
A Spark in the Dark is a significant addition to both the Indigenous literary canon and
the Saskatchewan literary canon. John Langan’s memoir maps, marks, and
memorializes his personal experiences from all over Saskatchewan, including the
towns, cities, landscapes, learning institutions, and the many First Nations of the
province (including his own – Keeseekoose). His memoir’s sincere acknowledgement

of the land and locations, the people and places, from which he has learned makes his
text an honour song worthy of celebration.
Louise B. Halfe - Sky Dancer
awâsis — kinky and dishevelled
Brick Books
awâsis – kinky and dishevelled is a book of poetry that, like its shapeshifting, gender-fluid
namesake, is at once defiant and transcendent. Halfe manages to deliver poems that
are hilarious, soulful, traumatic, and full of love and acts of reclamation. It’s a
balancing act that the writer manages with grace and skill, tying stories together with
threads of culture, language, and tradition. At one point awâsis states to a nurse, that
“that is what Indians do…we laugh.” Ultimately, in this way, if laughter is medicine,
above all else this book is a book of healing.
Arnolda Dufour Bowes
21.12 m: A Short Story Collection of a Life Lived as a Road Allowance Metis
GDI Press
20.12 metres was the typical width of Crown-owned, Métis inhabited Road Allowances
after 1880, including in Punnichy, Saskatchewan, the setting of this book. Based on
her father’s experiences, Métis author Arnolda Dufour Bowes highlights themes of
poverty, hardship, racism and colonization, as well as family kinship, love, agency and
survival. Accessibly written in stark, surprising, gentle, and touching ways, this book is
full of heart and beautifully illustrated by the author’s sister, Andrea Haughian.
Jurors
Chantal Fiola, Christopher Grignard, David Robertson

Fiction Award

Dawn Dumont
The Prairie Chicken Dance Tour
Freehand Books
Dawn Dumont successfully transports her readers on a richly realised and vivid
adventure in 1972, filled with humour and insight into the lives of the indigenous
protagonists. The multiple voices sharing the narrative has been handled deftly,
allowing us to gain insight into their different points of view. A compelling novel, and
well worthy of its inclusion on the short list.
Tara Gereaux
Saltus
Nightwood Editions
Based on real events, Tara Gereaux’s Saltus tackles the complex issues of transgender
identity and parental love with her attention primarily on the way they ripple through
a social network. She explores the pain of secrecy and how a child’s alienation is
reflected in their mother, adding a chorus of secondary characters who each bring
their own imperfect perspective. This is a bold choice of topic, with emotional
vividness and a detailed and believable array of characters who struggle to understand
the central figure’s unknowable pain.
Guy Vandergaeghe
August Into Winter
Doubleday Canada
Vanderhaeghe’s writing is heads above in this novel; his characters are fresh,
luminescent. On the world horizon in 1939, the rise of Nazism pitched against the
story of an overindulged man-child in a small prairie town – two seemingly separate
stories that play forward into something breathtaking. The brilliance of Guy

Vanderhaeghe: tell us an old story while making us cognizant of the fresh evil on our
present-day horizon.
Lisa Bird-Wilson
Probably Ruby
Doubleday Canada
Bird-Wilson’s Probably Ruby is a deftly handled story in fragments. Multiple viewpoints
that make up the whole of a young woman with as yet, unmapped Indigenous roots.
Beautiful, tough, tender, Lisa Bird-Wilson gives us the inside track into Ruby’s
breadth and how she finds her way home.
Theressa Slind
Only If We’re Caught
Thistledown Press
Theressa Slind’s impressive first collection of stories, Only if We’re Caught, introduces
us to a fiction writer with the essential gift for blending sharp observation with
restrained and evocative writing. Her stories span a range of experiences from
ordinary regrets to supernatural presences, but every situation is illuminated by her
empathic and studied prose. Slind is a writer of great promise who will hopefully
continue to expand her body of work in her thoughtful and nuanced voice.
Jurors
Alexander Finbow, Michael Kaan, Lee Kvern

Publishing Award
Radiant Press
handwringers
Sarah Mintz
Handwringers feels like a “Look into the Life” of Sarah Mintz in book form.
The capricious style, the disparate voices, the seriousness, the laying down of the
word, and the humour intermingled within prose and poetry bring a

compelling cohesiveness to the collection. It is neatly packaged between and around a
wonderfully expressive cover of stark line drawings. This book is a little package of
Sarah Mintz, the author, the thinker, the artist; little pieces of the person who shall not
be bossed around by writing conventions.
University of Regina Press
Cold Case North: The Search for James Brady and Absolom Halkett
Michael Nest (with Deanna Reder and Eric Bell)
Fast-paced, engrossing, and well-researched, Cold Case North explores the mysterious
disappearance of James Brady and Absolom Halkett in Northern Saskatchewan in
1967 and discovers a well-spring of Indigenous knowledge and resiliency in the face
of investigative incompetence and apathy. A riveting, unforgettable book.
University of Regina Press
#BlackInSchool
Habiba Cooper Diallo
Reading #BlackInSchool was a humbling and enlightening experience. Habiba Cooper
Diallo’s high school journal strips the whitewash from the wall of Canada’s education
system (and society) and exposes the daily stereotypes, microaggressions, racism of
her lived experience as a Black student. A must-read for any white liberal-progressive
who believes Canada makes equity a priority.
University of Regina Press
Red Obsidian
Stephan Torre
A collection of writing that digs deep into "a world worked over" (as noted in a blurb
on the back cover) and through penetrating lines of poetry speaks, at times sharply, to
the realness of being. It is a book that will be picked up and thought about time and
again. Badger captures this book in one.
University of Regina Press
Châhkâpâs: A Naskapi Legend
As told by Elder John Peastitute (Edited and annotated by Marguerite
MacKenzie; translated by Julie Brittain and Silas Nabinicaboo)
Originally recorded in northern Quebec in 1967, the collected Naskapi stories of
Châkapâs as told by Elder and story-keeper/storyteller John Peastitute is an invaluable

linguistic, literary, and cultural document. A heroic figure, Châkapâs is a character that
“performs feats of strength and skill in spite of his diminutive size.” The slim
volume is a significant resource that provides a foundation for the Naskapi language
community as well as those learning the language for the first time. A timely
Indigenous language volume published by the University of Regina Press.
Jurors
Todd Besant, Adrienne Kerr, Suzanne Norman

Indigenous Peoples’ Publishing Award
GDI Press
A Short Story Collection of a Life as a Road Allowance Métis
Arnolda Dufour Bowes
In 20.2m: A Short Story Collection of Life Lived as a Road Allowance Metis, Arnolda Dufour
Bowes tells childhood stories of her father’s life, which capture, in precise,
illuminating ways both the incredible hardness of Metis life on the Punnichy
Saskatchewan Road Allowance in the 1940s and the powerful values that sustained
families like her father’s in the face of hunting restrictions, violent evictions and a
determination to survive in the face of injustice. This is a powerful, beautiful
collection.
University of Regina Press
Gather: On the Joy of Storytelling
Richard Van Camp
With dynamic humour, sharp wit, and grounded, real-life candour, Richard Van
Camp's Gather takes the reader on a journey of what it's like to be a Tlicho writer and
how to build a writing career. Van Camp's ability to weave together personal
experiences with brilliant advice is refreshing, empowering, and like sitting around a
fire with an uncle.

A Wood Dragon Book
Finding Izzy
Sheryl Doherty
After experiencing the ills of the child welfare system, Finding Izzy portrays a real life
story of when the dreams come true.
MacKenzie Art Gallery/Musée d’Art MacKenzie
The Sioux Project – Tatanka Oyate
Dana Claxton (Editor)
In The Sioux Project: Tatanka Oyate, Dana Claxton’s artistic project on the cultural arts
of the Lakota, Dakota and Nakota Nations engages not only with photographic
exhibitions of Sioux people and their relationship to the land but with training
workshops for the youth who then record the oral histories of Sioux elders and artists
and their work. This is a powerful, intergenerational project documented with great
care in photographs of the exhibited works and the participants in the project as well
as text that provides context for the work. It is a beautiful book produced with love.
Radiant Press
Kitotam
John McDonald
Bringing together songs of word and rhythm about mix tapes, Mr. Dressup, and a life
spent on the streets, John McDonald's Kitotam is a brilliant ride through life as an
urban Indigenous artist today. McDonald's gifts through his poetry in this collection
makes the reader cry, laugh, and think - often at the same time.
Jurors
Bonita Lawrence, Niigaan Sinclair, Dennis McPherson

Book of the Year
Theressa Slind
Only If We’re Caught
Thistledown Press
Theressa Slind’s sharply observed, briskly paced short story collection, Only if We're
Caught, reveals ordinary but vividly drawn characters facing unusual circumstance as
they search for balance and meaning. Slind”s voice is appealing, tartly ironic,
expressed in lean prose seeded with intriguing details. Her sentences snap into place
with flair as she explores various genres, including sci-fi and the macabre, offering us
a tour-de-force debut.

Lisa Bird-Wilson
Probably Ruby
Doubleday Canada
Lisa Bird-Wilson’s Probably Ruby is a passionate rendition of cleavage and adoption,
how invention and reinvention create a path for motherless mothers and motherless
children, adoption and separation. Awkward in her own skin, but passionately
picaresque, Ruby re-imagines the world she travels through, inheriting her own
beautiful geometry and mythology.
Guy Vandergaeghe
August Into Winter
McClelland & Stewart
In August Into Winter, Guy Vanderhaeghe weaves a chilling psychological thriller
featuring a lethal young narcissist into a thoughtful study of an era (1939) when
fascism was on the rise and a Second World War was afoot. As the drama escalates
and a restrained romance simmers between a prairie schoolteacher and a widowed
WWI veteran, each chapter begins with a thought-provoking headline from the

“meanwhiles” of history. The deeply researched, prescient work proves, once again,
that Vanderhaeghe knows how to spin a worthy, and memorable yarn.
Tara Gereux
Saltus
Nightwood Editions
In Saltus, Tara Gereaux unpacks a community’s prides and prejudices through
multiple perspectives. With subtle dexterity and resolute candor, this novel unfolds
gender affirmation’s difficulty and decision with an assured and compassionate voice.
An intricate and compelling portrait of small-town tension.
Louise B. Halfe Sky Dancer
awâsis — kinky and dishevelled
Brick Books
Awasis--kinky and dishevelled is story-poetry that sings with humour and joy. Louise B.
Halfe--Sky Dancer carries her voice into a shape-shifting world that evades pronouns
and proclamations and invites the reader into the play of birding around, of tonguetold tales, of Cree magic. Giving a new intonation to “inglish,” these words refuse to
be lost in translation.
Jurors
Althea Cunningham, Pat Donnelly, Aritha van Herk

In Memoriam
The 29th Saskatchewan Book Awards Ceremony is dedicated to the memory of
Harold Johnson.

In Memoriam ~ Harold Johnson (1954-2022)
The Saskatchewan Book Awards is saddened by the passing of Harold Johnson. A
member of the Montreal Lake Cree Nation, Harold was the child of a Swedish
immigrant and a Cree woman. A member of the Royal Canadian Navy, he also
worked as a logger, trapper and miner. As an adult he completed a MA in law from
Harvard. The Saskatchewan writing community will remember Harold as a four-time
winner of the SBA, a finalist for the Governor General’s Award for non-fiction; as
well as a mentor and friend to many. Harold Johnson passed on Wednesday, February
9, 2022. He was sixty-eight.
Special Thank You To
Saskatchewan Book Awards
Board of Directors for 2021-2022/
Conseil d’Administration 2021-2022
Donna Woloshyn – Chair, Joe Couture –Vice-Chair
Emily Dmyterko – Treasurer, Zoé Beaulieu Prpick – Secretary
Jack Walton, Carla Flengeris, Elena Bentley, Rochelle Smith, Greg Deren
The Saskatchewan Book Awards would not be able to celebrate the province’s best
writers and publishers were it not for our sponsors and partners.
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